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SECTION 1 
The simplicity of certain groups of homeomorphisms of “homogeneous” 
topological spaces was established by Anderson in [ 11. More precisely he 
showed that under certain assumptions on a space L?, referred to in [9] as 
“Anderson’s criterion,” for any two homeomorphisms rr and z of 52, if 
cr # 1, r is the product of six conjugates of c or 0-r. A principal object of 
this paper is to improve the number “six” to “three.” Unfortunately we can 
at present only do this under stronger hypotheses than Anderson assumed. 
We do succeed in covering two of the cases we are chiefly interested in, 
namely those where Q is Q (the rationals) or Ir (the irrationals), each 
under. the usual topology. We also discuss the case of C (the Cantor 
discontinuum) where the method does not work as it stands owing to the 
compactness of C. 
Our interest in this particular problem arose from study of 
P. M. Neumann’s question [S] on subgroups of small index in certain 
infinite permutation groups. The solution to three instances of his question 
will appear in [12]. A key step in the proof is showing that the group, and 
certain stabilizer subgroups of it, are either simple, or at any rate do not 
have “large” normal subgroups; hence the relevance of the conjugacy 
question. For this reason we devote Section 3 to a classification of the 
normal subgroups of the stabilizers of finite sets in Aut Q, the group of 
homeomorphisms of Q to itself. Similar results are presented for Aut Ir and 
Aut C. In this instance the methods also work for C for the apparently 
rather strange reason that on removing a point from C it ceases to be 
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compact, and indeed can be written as a countable disjoint union of copies 
of c. 
Neumann’s main question in [S] concerned A(Q) (in the notation of 
[6]), the group of order-preserving permutations of the rationals, and in 
Section 4 we investigate questions about minimal expressions as products 
of conjugates in this case. Here the group is not simple (having three non- 
trivial proper normal subgroups) so we first define a quasi-order =$ on G 
by letting T< c if T is in the normal subgroup of G generated by c, and 
when T < cr (which in this case can be easily characterized) determine the 
minimal length of an expression for r as a product of conjugates of u or 
a-‘. These results derive from Higman’s work [8] and are essentially 
described in [6], but as far as we know the precise lowest numbers have 
not previously been calculated in all cases. It was shown in [2] that eight 
conjugates are always sufficient. 
The final (rather lengthy) section examines conjugacy classes K in A(Q) 
and A(W) such that K* = K, or more generally such that K* is a finite union 
of conjugacy classes, and uses the resulting classification to show that A(Q) 
and A(&!) are not elementarily equivalent as groups. This result is also a 
consequence of a stronger result of Gurevich and Holland [7], but the 
proof given here is more direct, and seems of interest in its own right. We 
also discuss other related linear orderings such as the “long line” and show 
how the methods used suffice to establish all possible elementary 
inequivalences among the associated groups. 
In [13] it was shown that the least number n such that in Aut r (where 
f is Rado’s “universal” graph), for any non-identity d and T, t is the 
product of n conjugates of (r, lies between 2 and 5. It seems likely that the 
correct number is 3 though the methods used in the other cases considered 
here are inapplicable as they stand. The main reason for this is that, as 
shown in [ 1 I], if o and T are non-identity members of Aut r, their 
supports are not disjoint. 
SECTION 2 
The main result presented in this section was originally obtained just for 
Aut Q, and then generalized by looking at precisely which properties of Q 
are used in the proof. Unfortunately these seem to be stronger than those 
required for Anderson’s method [ 11, so our result applies at present to a 
much more restricted class of spaces. 
Consider a group G of permutations of an infinite set 52, and X and @ 
fulfilling the following conditions, where @ is the set of restrictions of 
members of G to members to X. 
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(i) 3? is an orbit of non-empty subsets of 52 under the action 
of G. 
(ii) x u (0, Q] is a Boolean algebra under the usual 
operations u and n. 
(iii) Any member of 3” is a countable disjoint union of 
members of $“. 
(iv) If XEx and LEG and Xnsupp o#@ there is YsXin 
x such that YneY=@. 
(v) If X, X,, Y, Y,E~ are such that X= lJ,,,-X, and 
y= U”,, Y, are disjoint unions and 4, E @ has domain 
X,, and range Y, for each n, then U,,, q5,, E @. 
(vi) If Q = X, u X2 = Y, u Y, are disjoint unions and #i has 
domain Xi and range Yi(i= 1,2) then 4, U&E G. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G, 52 and x be as in (2.1). Then for any non-identity 
members IS, T of G there are conjugates o, , c2, oj of o such that 
T = CJ,‘CT,C,. 
In the proof of this theorem, which is accomplished by means of three 
lemmas, we need to consider a certain subset C of G. This comprises all 
those elements 0 such that for some pairwise disjoint A, Z3, CE~ and 
~EQ, Q=AuBuC, aA=A, aB=B, aC=C, q4A=B, and for every x, if 
XEA, q5~-~x=uq5x, and if xEC, crx=x. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that a, T E G and XE Z are such that Xn TX= Qr 
and ox = TX for all x E X. Then there is 0 E G such that ~8-‘a-‘tl E Z. 
ProoJ Observe that it follows from (2.l)(iii) that any TE$~! has a 
proper subset S lying in 37, and from (2.l)(ii) that T-S also lies in xx. 
We shall distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. u-‘r is also the identity on zX. Let Y be a proper subset of ZX 
lying in x. By (2.l)(iii) we may write Y as the disjoint union UnE o Y, of 
members of JK and we also let Z, = Y, for each n (see Fig. 1). 
FIGURE 1 
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Case 2. c-‘r is not the identity on LX. Then by (2.l)(iv) (and the fact 
that by (i), LXE .X) there is YE LX in x such that Y n a-‘zY = 0. Using 
(iii) to decrease Y if necessary we may assume that rX gL Yu a-%Y. By 
(ii) and (iii) Y may be written as the disjoint union Uu Vu W of three 
members of 2 and by (ii), Uu W, Vu WEX. By (iii) we may write 
u= Un.w U, and V=U,,, V, where U,, V, E 3’ and the unions are 
disjoint. We let Y,= Uu W, Y,+,= V,, Z,= Vu W, Zn+,=Un. Thus 
for each n, Y,,Z,,E~. Also YOuZO=UnEo Y,=U,,,Z,=Y and 
Y,nZ,= WEX. 
In each case r Y is a proper subset of z(rX), and hence of Q - rX (as 
Xn tX= 0). We now choose 4 E Q, mapping Q - 7X onto Y. The intuitive 
idea behind the choice of this 4 and of 8 E G (chosen later) is as follows. We 
are aiming to establish r0-‘a-‘B~z so we require A, B, C as in the 
definition of z. These will be 52 -LX, Y and zX- Y, respectively. By 
(2.1)(i) and (ii), A, B, CE xx. Also 4 will map A to B. The choice of 8 will 
be made so that it is the identity outside Y. It follows from this, and the 
fact that ~6-l is the identity on LX, that r&‘a-‘fJ is the identity on C. It 
remains to choose. 4 and 8 in such a way that 4 “carries” the action of 
(ze- *fl-w on A to that of re-‘a-‘8 on B. For this we have to 
subdivide B( = Y) into countably many pieces and define 4-l on them 
separately and 8 on them inductively. These “pieces” are just the Y,,‘s 
above. The definition of Y, is slightly different in the two cases. 
Case 1. Q--LX= (B-TX-tY)u U,,, rY,,, so by (2.1)(i), (ii), (v), 
and (vi) there is 4~ @ such that #(52 - rX-- zY) = Y,, and for each n, 
Q(7Y,)= yn,,. Observe that in this case, as Y c LX, aY = r Y. Since 
Y, = Z, we find also that 4(52-TX- aY) = Z0 and for each n, 
4(~zn)=z”+,. 
Case 2. Since LX@ Yuo-‘zY, Q-X& Yua-%Y, so Q--r-X= 
Q--Ox& oYurYand SZ-tX-aY-zY#@. Since aYnzY=@ in this 
case it follows from (2.1)(i), (ii), (v), and (vi) that there is 4 E @ such that 
4(SZ-LX-aY-rY)= Y,,nZ, and for each n, 4(7Y,,)= Yn+l, b(aZ,,)= 
Here we also find that &52-TX-rY)=&Q-LX-aY-rY)u 
= Y, and 4(D-LX-aY)=#(Q-LX- 
aY-tY)ufj(zY)=(Y,nZ,)uiJ,,, Y,+,=Z,. 
To summarize: in each case Y is expressed as disjoint unions 
Z of members of .% such that #(Q-LX-~ Y) = Y,, 
~~~%~“,~)~;,,, and for each n #(TY )= Y,+,, #(aZ )=Z . 
We now define 0 E G. If x $ Y let ix = xy If x E Y let x E~Y,, al;di ‘define 
8x E Z, by induction on n. 
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o,‘i g$- lye-l-“; ‘xEQ-aX-aY=Q-TX-aY so we may let 
If XE Y,+r, r-r+ x E Y, so t3z - ‘4 - ‘x has already been defined and lies 
in 2,. Hence we may let Ox = @Or -‘d -lx E Z, + 1. 
We note moreover that 8 maps Y, onto Z, for each n, as is easily 
checked by induction. Since by (2.1)(i) 8 1 Y, E @ for each n, it follows 
from (v) and (vi) that 8 E G. 
It remains to check that A = Sz - rX, B = Y, and C= tX- Y are as 
required to establish r&‘a-‘OE: z. Certainly A, B, C are pairwise disjoint 
with union Q and lie in xx. That &4 = B follows from the definition of 4, 
Also 
ze-la-leA=ze-la-le(a-Zx) 
=~e-la-+-2-rx) 
=Te-l(s2-x) 
=r(i-ibe-lx) 
=z(L?-X) 
=SZ-zX=A. 
=zfJ -‘x,asaP1xEa-‘CcX, 
= x, 
and it follows that rO-‘a-%B= B. 
Finally we have to check that if XE A, ,j(zO-la-lO)-l x= 
(TO- la- ‘6) 4~. 
Now it follows from the definition of 8 that for y E Y, ey = @Or-I#-‘y 
(since ifyc Y,, ~-‘~-‘~ESZ--X- Y and so 8r~‘~-‘y=r-‘~-‘y.) Letting 
y = q5x we deduce that 04x = &Or - lx. Now t+bx E Y and ra- ’ is the iden- 
tity on rXz Y. Moreover a-‘BqSxeX and 8-l is the identity on X. 
Therefore &5x = ra -%,4x = r0 - ‘a - ‘84x, showing that rt3 - ‘D - ‘84x = 
&Or - ‘x. 
In addition, 
=a(&&X) 
=sZ--aX=Q-TX, 
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so 8-1a@-1x=a6~-1x. It follows that 
tH+ ‘a-%-’ x=48-‘a&-‘x 
= qbaez - ‘x 
= q-la-led) x, 
as required. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that o and T are non-identity members of G. Then 
there is OE G such that ~8-‘a-‘tl~Z. 
Proof: From (2.l)(iii) and (iv) we deduce that there are X, YE X such 
that XnzX=YnaelY=@ and XurX, Yua-‘YZO. Let #r,&~@ 
map X and 52 - (Xu rX) into a - ’ Y and Q - ( Y u a -’ Y), respectively. 
These exist by (2.1)(i) and (ii). Define 4 by 
if xEX 
if XEZX 
if XEQ-(Xu7X). 
It follows from (2.l)(iii), (v), and (vi) that 4~ G. Also if XEX, 
(!J- ‘a-‘q4)Tx=qb-‘a-‘(afj,t-‘)tx=x. 
By Lemma 2.2 there is 8 E G such that rlP’~-‘a-‘@ EZ. 
LEMMA 2.4. If a is a non-identity member of G and z E C, then there are 
conjugates a,, a2 of a such that z = a;‘a,. 
Proof: Since 7~2 there are pairwise disjoint A, B, C in X with union 
Q and 4 E @ such that qSA = B, zA = A, TB = B, 7C = C, and for each x, if 
XE A, dr-‘x=rdx and if XEC, rx=x. By (2.l)(iii) and (iv) there is DEX 
suchthatDna-iD=@andDua-lD#Q.LetO,,O,~@mapA,Conto 
D, Q- (D u a-ID), respectively. As in the proof of Lemma 2.3 there is 
OE G such that 
1 
0,x if XEA 
8x= a-%,~-‘x if XEB 
0,x if XE C. 
Then for x E A, c-1a-%x = (o-16r,4-1)-1 a-%,x = 4x and 
(8-b -le)z-lx=~z-lx=z~x=z(e-la-le)x. 
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Let Ic/ agree with r on A and fix all other points. Then by (2.l)(vi), 
@EC. Since $, r agree on A and map A to A, (&‘cr0)-’ 1,-‘(0-‘at?) 
agrees with (eP’crO)-’ r-‘(P’a0) on (B-‘00))‘A=& Also for DEB, 
e-loeyd, SO (e-be)-1 z-l(e-be) y=~(e-~~-~e)(e-~~e) Y=TY and 
(e-be)-’ p(e-be) g a rees with r on B. Since supp $ -’ c A, supp 
(0-r&-’ rl/-1(8~‘oO)CB. But supp TGAUB and AnB=jZI. Hence 
r= (e-L&-1 $-1(0-1&J) II/ = (tP1&-i (0$)-i a(e$), as desired. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Lemma 2.3 there is 8 E G such that 
rO-la-lOE 2. By Lemma 2.4 there are conjugates rrr, u2 of c such that 
ze-lo-le = a;lo,. Thus r = apa2(e-be). 
Having established a fairly general result we now move on to consider 
some particular cases in which the hypotheses of (2.1) are fulfilled. Observe 
that apart from properties (ii) and (iv), all are satisfied when (Q 1 = K, for 
the full symmetric group on Q and with X the set of “moieties” (infinite 
subsets with infinite complements). This provides a link with [S] where 
consideration of orbits on moieties plays an important r81e. Here we rather 
consider topological spaces 52 in which X may be taken as the family of 
proper non-empty closed-and-open (henceforth called “clopen”) subsets of 
Q, and G is the group of all homeomorphisms of Sz to 52. Hypotheses (2.1) 
are then readily verified in the two cases previously mentioned, namely for 
Q = Q or Ir under the usual topology (as subspaces of R). We aim to show 
that in these cases the number “three” is best possible. In the case of Q we 
deduce this by means of a result of Neumann’s [lo] from an observation 
about expressions for members of Sym(S2) (the full symmetric group on 52) 
as products of two involutions. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let I Q ) = N, and let z E Sym(SZ) have just one infinite cycle 
(and no fixed points). If z = u1 o2 where 0: = 0’2 = 1 then one of ai and o2 is 
fixed-point-free and the other has just one fixed point. Moreover if T = a’, CT; 
is another such expression and ifol, 0; are both fixed-point-free, or z~-cT~, a; 
are both fixed-point-free, then for some ME Z, a; = ~~~~~ ?’ and 
‘- Uz-Z -“uZT*. 
ProoJ Let x E Sz. Then by hypothesis {z”x: n E Z> is a 1 - 1 
enumeration of Q. Suppose k 20 is minimal such that for some n, 
cr,(Yx) = T”+~x or (T*(~~x) = rn+k x. Suppose that k > 0 and that pi = 
t “+k~ for some n. Then (~~(t”x)=~;l((~;lt~+~x)=(~~~~)-l z”+~x= 
z n+k-l~, contrary to the minimality of k. On the other hand if eZ(rnx) = 
t “+k~, then ~r(r”+i x) = cI g, cZ(tnx) = (TV = t” + k~, again contradicting 
its minimality. Thus k = 0 and so 0, or cr2 has a fixed point. 
Suppose crl(rNx) = rNx. We show by induction on n 2 0 that 
al(T N+nx)=T N-n~ and oZ(rN+“x) = r N--n-‘~. For n = 0 this is clear for 
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CT~, and o,(rNx) = a2a,(rNx) = ~-l(t”‘x) = ?-lx. Assuming the result for n 
we find that ai(r N+“+lx) = a1a,a2(rN+“x) = a2(rN+“x) = rNenelx and 
a2(2 N+n+~x)=a2a;1(p”-1X)=T-1(TN--n-lx)=TN--n-2x~ It follows 
that a2 is fixed-point-free and that a, has just one fixed point. Suppose that 
7 = a; a; is another such expression for which a; is fixed-point-free. Then as 
above a; has a fixed point, tN’x say. Thus for n E Z, 
a,(5 N+nx) = tN--nx and 40 N’+nx)=T-nx. 
Therefore if M = N - N’, 
~-MalZM(ZN’+nX)=T-N+N’aIZN+nx 
=t -N+N’TN-nx 
= p--n 
X 
= a;(T N’+n-d 
so a; = tPMa, P. Hence a; = (a;))’ z = z-Ma;‘rMT = rPMa;‘a,a,.rM= 
TdMa2tM. 
The case where a2 has a fixed point is handled similarly (or one can 
appeal to the previous case for z-l =a,a,). 
COROLLARY 2.6. For G = Aut Q there are non-identity elements a and T 
such that z is not the product of two conjugates of a and a-l. 
Proof: As shown in [ 10, Section 31 and again in [ 11, Theorem 4.21 
there are a, T in G having cycle types co’ and 2”, respectively. Then if r 
were the product of two conjugates of a or a-i, we should have an 
expression of a form to contradict the lemma. 
Observe that in the proof of this result we have hardly used the structure 
of G at all, relying on more general properties of Sym(Q). Using more 
detailed considerations we can derive from Lemma 2.5 a stronger result. 
THEOREM 2.7. There is z E Aut Q having cycle type 00 ’ which is not the 
product of two elements of order 2. 
ProoJ We use the idea of the proof of Theorem 2.3 in [ 111. We shall 
choose a certain infinite subset X of o, assigning finitely many members to 
it or its complement at each of countably many stages. Let us enumerate all 
pairs of finite sequences ( (ri: 1 < i < k), (ri: k + 1 <j < I)) of members of Z 
with r,, rz, . . . . r, all distinct so that each appears inlinitely often. 
At stage 2n we put n into w  - X unless it has already been assigned to X 
At stage 2n + 1 we look at the n th pair of finite sequences ( (ri: 1 < i < k), 
(r,: k + 1 <j< I)) in the listing. Let p, q be the sets of elements so 
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far assigned to X, w  - X, respectively, and let c = f-$= i (p + ri) n 
nfzk+, (q + ci). Since p, q are finite, so is c. Hence there is m > 0 not in c 
such that for all i with 1~ i < 1, m 2 ri and m - ri $p u q. We now assign 
m-ri to X for l<i<k and m-rj to o-X for k+l<j<l and this 
ensures that m is a “new” member of C= nt= i (X+ri)n n$=k+l(Z - 
(X+ ri)). Since each pair of such sequences is listed infinitely often, C is 
infinite. Since we know by stage 2n at the latest whether or not n E X the set 
X is well-defined by this construction. 
Let 83 be the Boolean algebra of subsets of E generated by {X+ r: r E Z}. 
Since each member of 8 may be written in disjunctive normal form in 
terms of the generators, and each member of B of the form C is infinite by 
construction, it follows that all members of B are empty or infinite. 
Moreover the above construction can be modified to ensure that X 
contains arbitrarily large “gaps”; to be more precise, so that for any N 
there are a < b in X such that b - a Z N and (a, b) n X= /zr. To achieve this 
we put n consecutive members of o into o-X at stage 2n in addition to 
the integer n itself. It follows from this that for any a # b in h there is r E Z 
such that ae:X+r and b$X+r. 
We deduce from [ 11, Theorem 2.11 that 5 generates on Z a topology 
homeomorphic to the usual topology on Q. Let 8: Z + Q be a bijection 
such that { 86: b E B > is a clopen basis for the topology on Q. Let r be 
defined by z(Bn) = 0(n + 1). Since B is clearly translation-invariant, 
z taut Q, and ‘t has cycle-type co’. By Lemma 2.5, if t = cr102 where 
crf = gi = 1 then one of ci, (TV is conjugate by some rn to 0 defined by 
a(&) = e( -n). Hence this c lies in Aut Q, and so 00-X is clopen. Since 
Xc o, af9X intersects some POX’ (m E h) in a finite non-empty set Y. Thus 
Y is a finite non-empty clopen set in Q, which is impossible. 
We conclude this section with a result which establishes optimality of 
“three” in Theorem 2.1 for both special cases. In addition it shows that at 
least “three conjugates” are needed in Aut C. It is based on an example 
communicated to us by Angus Macintyre. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let G be the group of homeomorphisms to itself of Q, Ir, 
or C. Then there is an element T of G which is not the product of two 
elements of order 2. 
Prooj: The result could be formulated more generally and relies on the 
existence of sequences (X,), ( Y,,), (Z,) of pairwise disjoint non-empty 
clopen sets for n E o such that the space in question may be written as 
U,,, W, u Y, u ZJ u ix, Y, z> where fWn.w XJ = ix>, WJ,,, Y,J = 
{Y>, fWn.w Z,) = {z>. Since any two non-empty clopen sets are 
homeomorphic there is z E G such that rX, + i = X,, t Y, = Z,, zZ, = Y,, + i 
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all n, rX, = Y, and rx = x, ry = z, rz = y. (Essentially one just has to check 
continuity of r and r-’ at x, y, z), 
We suppose that r = cr, tr2 where 0: = cri = 1 and derive a contradiction. 
Observe that r(~, y) = CJ, y = rr1(cr1cr2z) = IS*Z and similarly z(a*z) = o2 y. 
Since y and z are the only points interchanged by r, either cr2 y = y and 
rr2z = z, or a,y =z and a,z=y. Let us suppose the former, similar 
arguments applying in the latter case. Pick y, E Y,, and let y,, z, be given 
by z,=~~,,,~n+l==n. Then y, E Y,, and z, E Z, all n, so that y, + y and 
z, + z as n + co. As oz is continuous, g2 y, + y and g2z, + z. Hence there 
is some N such that for all n 2 N, cr2 yne u,,, Y, and cr2z,e lJmE,,,Z,. 
Let I,, m, for n 2 N be chosen so that c2 y, E Y,” and u~z,, E Z,“. 
Now +w,) = v, = MY,) = g2yn and +J~Y~+J = al~n+l = 
a,(tz,)=a2z, (for n > N). It follows that a2 y, E zZ,,,~ = Ym,+, and 
a2znE~Y,n+,=Z,n+1. Thus I,, =m, + 1 and m, = I,, ,. Therefore I,, , = 
I, - 1 for n 2 N. It follows that I, + ,N+, = 1, - I, - 1 = - 1, a contradiction. 
SECTION 3. STABILIZERS OF FINITE SETS 
For the applications of this work in [12] we need to know that the 
stabilizers of finite subsets in certain infinite permutation groups are simple, 
or at least not too far from being simple. In the general case, for a group G 
which need not be simple we may introduce the quasi-order < by defining 
r $ a to mean that z lies in the normal subgroup generated by a and ask, 
when this occurs, for the minimum II such that t may be written as the 
product of n conjugates of a or a-‘. We spend the most time addressing 
this question for the stabilizer of a single point in the homeomorphism 
group of Q, Ir, or C. The situation for arbitrary finite sets follows quite 
easily from this. The techniques used are adaptations of those of Section 2. 
Continuity is harder to arrange since the complement of a singleton is open 
but not closed. 
Let G be a permutation group on the set a. If these are understood we 
denote by K(a) and K(A) the stabilizer and pointwise stabilizer, respec- 
tively, of Q E Q and A E Q. The proof of the “three conjugates” result for 
K(a) is modelled closely on that of Theorem 2.1 but we require additional 
terminology and a number of preliminary results. Let us say that XcQ 
abuts a (where aeS2 and Q = Q, Ir, or C) if X is open, a# X, and 
8= Xv {u}. Sets abutting a will play the role in this section that clopen 
sets did in Section 2. We let L(u) be the subgroup of K(u) comprising all 
a E K(u) which fix pointwise a neighbourhood of a. Then L(u) is clearly a 
proper non-trivial normal subgroup of K(u). Theorem 3.12 will show that it 
is the only such. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Any two non-empty clopen subsets of Q are homeomorphic. 
ProoJ: This has already been used implicitly in fact (for example, in the 
proof of Theorem 2.8) and it is remarked on in [ 11, but we outline a short 
proof here because of its important role in what follows. For B = Q it is 
immediate from Sierpinski’s Theorem [ 10, p. 4401. In fact for Q = Q or Ir 
one may show that any two non-empty open subsets X and Y of Sz are 
homeomorphic. This is because each of X and Y may be written as the 
disjoint union of N, clopen intervals, since R - 52 is dense in 88. For C we 
deduce by compactness that any two non-empty clopen sets X and Y are 
finite disjoint unions of basic clopen intervals (where the “basic clopen” 
intervals are C, Cn [0, f], Cn [$ 11, C n [0, $1, etc.). But in C any basic 
clopen interval is homeomorphic to C, and C is the disjoint union of an 
arbitrarily large finite number of basic clopen intervals, so the result is 
clear. 
Now each of the spaces Q, Ir, and C is a subspace of R, hence a metric 
space in the natural way. If 0 # X G 51 we let d(a, X) = sup { 1 a - x I: x E X} 
(which may equal 00). (A more standard notion of the “distance” from a 
point to a set would perhaps be inf { 1 a -x I: x E X}, but it is sup that we 
require here.) 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that X abuts a. Then X may be written as a coun- 
table disjoint union of non-empty clopen sets X,, such that d(a, X,) < l/n for 
each n. 
Proof: Let (Y,),,, be a sequence of clopen sets in Sz each containing a 
such that sZ= Y,z Y,? Y2z ..= and d(a, Y,) < l/n. Then for each n, 
XL=Xn(Y,-- Y,,,) is clopen and as a$X, X=U,,,Xn. Since aE$ 
{n : X, # @} is infinite, and we let (X,) enumerate the non-empty X:, in 
increasing order. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that X and Y are sets abutting a. Then there is a 
homeomorphism from x to F fixing a. 
Proof By Lemma 3.2 we may write X= U,,,, X,, Y= Un,, Y,, where 
these are disjoint unions of non-empty clopen sets and d(a, X,), 
d(a, Y,,) < l/n. Let 8: X --) p be defined by 
8x= enx { 
if xEX somen 
X 
if X=an9 
where 8, : X, + Y, is a homeomorphism as provided by Lemma 3.1. To 
check continuity we suppose that x, + x as m + CO. If x E X, for some n 
then as X,, is open, x, E X,, eventually, so 8x, --, 8x by continuity of 8,. If 
x = a then as each X, is closed, {m: x, E X,,} is finite. Let x, E Xncrn) (for 
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those m such that x, #a). Then n(m) -+ co as m + co (where it exists). 
Since d(a, Y,,) + 0, also d(a, m(,,) + 0 and (a- 8x, I +O showing that 
6x,,, + 9x as required. 
Similarly 6- ’ is continuous. 
LEMMA 3.4. Zf X, Y each abut a then so does Xu Y. 
Proof Xu Yis open, a#Xu Y, and XuY=Bu P=Xu Yu{a}. 
LEMMA 3.5. Zf X abuts a and aE D - X- (a} then IR - X- {a} abuts a. 
Proof Q-X- {a} is open since it equals Q-x, a#Q-X- {a}, and 
Sz- X- {a} EQ- X=52- X so that in view of the assumption, 
Q-X-{a}c(Q-X-(a})u(a}cSZ-X-(a}showing52-X-(a)= 
(Q-X- {a})u {a}. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose that X abuts a. Then X may be written as a 
countable disjoint union of open sets X,,, each abutting a, so that 
d(a, X,)-,0 as n-, co. 
Proof Let X=U,,, Y, where the Y,, are as given by Lemma 3.2. Let 
Y, be written as the disjoint union of n + 1 non-empty clopen sets 
{ Yni)O<iGn and let X, = IJi”=;, Y,. 
Clearly X, is open for each n and X is the disjoint union of the X,. 
Moreover if XE X,, XE Y, for some i2n and so la-xl <l/i< l/n, 
showing that d(a, X,,) < l/n. As Y, # Qr and d(a, Yin) < l/i, UE~~. But 
Xnc8=Bu (u} and X-X, is open, so that x,,=X,,u {a}. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let o E K(a) and X abutting a be such that a E Xn supp a. 
Then there is Y c X abutting a such that Y n a Y = 0. 
Proof For neon we choose Y, inductively so that 
(1) each Y, is a non-empty clopen subset of Sz n (a - l/n, a + l/n), 
(2) a# ym 
(3) Y,,naY,=@, and 
(4) Y, is disjoint from Ui,, (YiuaYiua-‘Y,). 
Suppose that Yi have been chosen for i < n fulfilling (l)-(4) so far. Since 
a$Yi by (2) and aa=a, a#Y,uaY,ua-‘Yi for each i<n. As Uicn 
(Y,uaY,ua -’ Yi) is clopen it is disjoint from (a - l/m, a + l/m) for some 
man. As aEXnsuppa there is xEXn(a-l/m,a+l/m) moved by a. 
Let Y:, be a clopen subset of X n (a - l/m, a + l/m), containing x but not 
ax, and let Y,,= Y”-a-‘Y”. Now ax+ Y:, so x$a-‘Yn. Thus XE Y,, and 
Y,, is a non-empty clopen subset of Xn (a - l/m, a + l/m) G 0 n (a - l/n, 
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a + l/n). That Y, n G Y, = @ follows immediately from the definition and 
hence a $ Y,. Thus (l), (2), (3) all hold, and (4) is true since Y,, G (a - l/m, 
a + l/m). 
Let Y= U,,, Y,. Then Y is an open subset of X and Y n aY = 0. For 
Y,noY,=@ by (3). And if m<n, Y,naY,=Y,nap’Y,=O by (4) 
showing that Y, n oY, = Y, n aY,, = 0. Next a E P since by (1) Y contains 
points arbitrarily close to a. On the other hand if XE P- Y then 
x=lim m-too x, with x, E Y, all m. As each Y, is clopen, {m : x, E Y,,) is 
finite. Hence ~,-+a by (1) and so ~=a. Thus H= Yu {u} and Y abuts a. 
LEMMA 3.8. Suppose that X=Unew X, and Y=U,,, Y, are disjoint 
unions where X, X,,, Y, Y,, all abut a and d(u, X,), d(u, Y,) --) 0 us n + 00. Zf 
0, is a homeomorphism from X,, to F,, fixing a, for each n, then 8 given by 
ex = enx if xEXn, somen 
is a homeomorphism from 8 to Bfixing a. 
Proof. Suppose that x, -+ x with the object of proving that 8x, --f 8x. If 
x E X, for some n then eventually x, E X,, so Bx, -+ Ox by continuity of 8,. 
Suppose therefore that x = a, and for simplicity that x, E X, all m. Let 
xnl E Xn(m) for each m and let E > 0 be given. As d(u, Y,) + 0 there is N such 
that d(a, Y,,) < E for all n > N. Considering the subsequences of (x,) lying 
in each Xi for i < N and appealing to the continuity of 8 on each Xi we find 
that for some M, if m > M and x, E Xi for some i < N then ) a - ox,,, ( < E. 
Therefore if m 2 M, either n(m) <N in which case 1 u-ox, 1 <E, or 
n(m) 2 N, when I a - Ox, I G d(u, Y,,(,,) <E also. Hence 8x, +u=ex as 
m+co. 
Similarly e-’ is continuous. 
LEMMA 3.9. Suppose that X = lJi, n Xi = Ui, ,,$ are two expressions for 
X us disjoint unions where X and each Xi, X:. abut a and that tii: 8, + xi. is a 
homeomorphism fixing a for each i < n. Then 8 given by 
ex= 
eix if xEXi for some i 
X otherwise 
lies in K(a). 
Proof: Similar to the previous lemma (with less complications). 
We have now covered most of the technicalities required to be able to 
carry out a proof for K(u) in the style of Theorem 2.1. The natural choice 
for our family x in this case comprises all subsets X of D such that X and 
52 -X- (a} each abut a. These are also a natural analogue of the 
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“moieties” of [S] in this setting. Letting 0 be the set of restrictions of 
members of K(a) to members of X the relevant properties are as follows. 
(i) .X is an orbit of non-empty subsets of Q under the action 
of K(a). 
(ii) (a)If XoX then Q--X-- {a}~%. 
(b) If X, Y, Z are pairwise disjoint members of X then 
xu YEX. 
(iii) Any member X of X is a countable disjoint union of 
members X, of X such that lim, _ m d(a, X,) = 0. 
(iv) IfXEXandooK(a)andaEXnsuppothereis YsXin 
X such that YncrY=@. (3.9) 
(v) If X, X,,, Y, Y,,EX are such that X= unEo X, and 
y= un,, Y, are disjoint unions and 4, E @ maps X,, onto 
Y, for each n, and d(u, X,), d(u, Y,) 4 0 as n + cc then 
Un,,4,E@. 
(vi) If 52 = X, u X, u {u} = Y1 u Y, u {u} are disjoint unions 
where Xi, Yio X for i= 1,2 and q5i~ @ maps Xi onto Yi, 
each i, then 4, u & u {(a, u)} E K(u). 
These properties have all been either proved explicitly or follow easily 
from the lemmas in Section 3. 
(i) follows from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.9. 
(ii) (a) is immediate from the definition of X. 
(ii) (b) is derived as follows. By Lemma 3.4, Xv Y abuts a. By 
Lemma 3.5, Q- (Xu Y)- {u} also abuts a. Hence Xu YEX. 
Observe that X u { 0, Q} definitely is not a Boolean algebra, and we 
have to make do with (ii)(a) and (b) as substitute. 
(iii) is Lemma 3.6 and (iv) follows from Lemmas 3.7 and 3.5. 
(v) follows from Lemmas 3.8, 3.3, and 3.9. 
(vi) follows from Lemma 3.9 since 52 - (u] abuts a. 
In the present circumstances Z: is taken to be the family of all auk 
such that for some pairwise disjoint A, B, C in X and 4 E @, 0 = A u B u 
{a}, aA = A, oB = B, aC= C, q4A = B, and for every x, if x E A then 
q%- lx = cr4x and if x E C, ux = x. In the following three lemmas, analogues 
of Lemmas 2.2-2.4, we assume that K and @ fulfill (3.9). 
LEMMA 3.10. Suppose that 6, z E K(u) and XE X are such that 
Xn zX= @ and ux = zx for all x E X. Then there is tl E K(a) such that 
Te-lo-led. 
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ProoJ: Most details are similar to those of Lemma 2.2 and so we just 
indicate necessary modifications. 
First we have to show that any TE x has a subset S such that S and 
T- S lie in x-. Writing T as a disjoint union lJ,,, T,, of members of x by 
(3.9)(iii), we deduce from (3.9)(ii)(a) that TO, T1, and Q-T- {u} are 
pairwise disjoint members of x, so by (3.9)(ii)(b), T,,u (Q- T- {a}) 
E xx. Applying (3.9)(ii)(a) again, T - TO E &” so we may take S = T,,. 
Case 1 is now modified to the following: Q - ‘r is the identity on rX’ for 
some X’ E X lying in JK. If this holds we replace X by X’ and carry out the 
proof for this case as before. In Case 2 we therefore assume that 6% is not 
the identity on TX’ for any X’ c X lying in xx. The point here is that we 
need a stronger assumption to be able to apply (3.9)(iv). Precisely we have 
to show that a E tXn supp(a -it). If this fails then there is a clopen set T 
containing a and disjoint from zXn supp(o- ‘2). Then if X’ = Xn T - ’ T, X’ 
abuts a so by Lemma 3.5 lies in x. But rX’nsupp(~-‘r) = Tn tXn 
supp(a- ‘t) = @ so K ‘t is the identity on TX’, contrary to assumption of 
this case. 
Having found Y in Case 2 we may find U E Y in x such that Y - U E x 
by the above remarks, and again V, W with Vn W= 0, Y - U = Vu W, 
V, WE x, doing the same a second time. By (3.9)(ii)(b) Uu W, 
Vu WE s. The choices of U,, V, are made using (3.9)(iii) so that 
d(u, Cl,), d(u, V,) --t 0 as n --f cc and it follows that d(u, Y,,), d(u, Z,) -+ 0 as 
n-+a3. 
The definition of A, B, C is as follows in this case: 
A=Q-TX- {a}, B= Y, c= TX- Y. 
Looking at the definition of 4 the following are the significant points. In 
Case 1 52 - tX- rY - {u} E x by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 since it contains 
r(rX - Y) which abuts a, and d(u, TY,) + 0 as n + co since T is continuous. 
Thus the appropriate maps can be “glued” together to form 4. In Case 2 we 
have to ensure that D - TX- r~ Y - T Y - (u} abuts a (not merely that it is 
non-empty) and this is taken care of when Y is first chosen, if necessary, by 
decreasing Y so that a E TX- (Y u CY-‘T Y), and then applying Lemmas 3.4 
and 3.5. The same remarks apply about glueing the maps together as in 
Case 1. 
The remainder of the proof presents no further problems. 
LEMMA 3.11. Suppose that d and T are members of K(a) -L.(a) (L(u) 
was defined at the beginning of Section 3). Then there is 8 E K(u) such that 
Te-k’e E z. 
LEMMA 3.12. If CJ E K(u) - L(u) and T E C then there are conjugates 
o,, o2 of a in K(u) such that T = a;‘~*. 
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The proofs of these lemmas go through like those of Lemmas 2.3-2.4, 
mutatis mutandis. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let Sz be Q, Ir, or C, and let G be the group of 
homeomorphisms of Q to Q. If a E 52 then K(a) has precisely one non-trivial 
proper normal subgroup, namely L(a). Moreover, if o, z are non-identity 
members of K(a) and either both lie in L(a) (for 51= Q or Ir), or both lie in 
K(a)- L(a), then there are conjugates ol, 02, o3 of a in K(a) such that 
7 = a;‘a,a,. 
Proof That L(a) is simple for G= Aut Q! was proved in [3] using 
Anderson’s method. In fact we may prove its simplicity directly from that 
of G in all three cases. Let 0,7 be non-identity members of L(a). Then for 
some clopen neighbourhood X of a, a and 7 fix X pointwise. Thus 
a /’ (Q - X), 7 r (Q - X) are homeomorphisms of D - X under the subspace 
topology. As a, 7 # 1, Sz -X# @, so Q-X is homeomorphic to D (by 
Lemma 3.1). By Theorem 2.1, if D = Q or Ir there are conjugates al, a2, a3 
of a such that each is conjugate to a by a conjugacy in K(X) and hence in 
K(a), and 7 = a; l a2a3. For C we use [ 1 ] instead (and six conjugates). 
Now suppose that a and 7 both lie in K(a) - L(a). We deduce from 
Lemmas 3.11-3.12 that there are conjugates a,, a2, aj in K(a) such that 
7 = a, ’ a2a3 in just the same way that Theorem 2.1 was deduced from 
Lemmas 2.3-2.4. 
COROLLARY 3.14. Define < on a group G by 7 < a if7 lies in the normal 
subgroup of G generated by a, and = by a s 7 tf a < z and 7 < a. Then for 
K(a) as in Theorem 3.13 there are just three --class, ( 1 }, L(a) - { 1 }, and 
K(a) - L(a). The values of the smallest n such that 7 is necessarily the 
product of n conjugates of a or a - ’ in the cases where 7 <a are as follows: 
a=7=1:n=1;a#1,7=1:n=2;a,7EL(a)-{1}(Q=Q 
zEL(a):n=2,3or4;a,zEK(a)-L(a):n=3. 
Proof We just look at a E K(a) - L(a), 7 E L(a). Then a, 7a-1 E K(a) - 
L(a) so by Lemma 3.11 there is 0~ K(a) such that ta-‘O-‘a-‘8oZ. By 
Lemma 3.12 there are conjugates aI, a1 of a in K(a) such that 
ra-'&'a-%=a;'a,, so 
7 = a;‘a2(&laO)a. 
We now move on to consider the more general case of normal subgroups 
of K(A) for finite A E 52. 
481/120/2-15 
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LEMMA 3.15. Let A cSZ be finite, aE A and (TE K(A) be such that 
aE3UiQG. Then there is a clopen set X disjoint from A - {a} and z E K(A) 
such that a E supp(oza-‘r-l) E X. 
Proof. Let Y be clopen, disjoint from A - {a} and containing a. Then 
Y-{a} abuts a and aEYnsuppa so by Lemma3.7 there is ZC Y 
abutting a such that Z n aZ= 12/. By Lemma 3.2, Z may be written as a 
countable disjoint union of non-empty clopen sets Z, such that 
d(a, Z,) < l/n for each n. Let z E K(A) be such that T fixes each Z, 
(setwise), supp z c Z and z is not the identity on any Z,. Let Z,E Z, be 
such that rz, #z,. Then u-~~-‘z,,E c-’ Z which is disjoint from supp r so 
that rc-lt-lz, = ~-‘r-‘z.. Therefore ~zrr-%-‘z, = T-‘z,, # z,. It follows 
that a E supp(aro-‘r - ‘). 
Suppose that ~20 -lo-‘x#x. Then tr’xfx or o~a-~r-~x#z-‘x so 
that x~supprutsupp(aro-‘)=supprurasuppr~ZuraZ=ZuoZ. 
We therefore let X= Y u cr Y. This is clopen and as (T E K(A), 
Xn(A- {u})=@. 
LEMMA 3.16. Suppose that QE K(A) where A = {a,, . . . . a,} cSZ with 
n 2 1. Then o may be written in the form a,, IJ,, _, . . . a201 where for each i, 
supp ci E supp o and ai fixes pointwise a clopen set containing A - {ui}. 
Proof. We use induction on n. For n = 1 the result is trivial. Assume the 
result for n and let cr E K(A) where A = (a,, . . . . a,, i}. If 0 fixes pointwise a 
neighbourhood of some ai we let ci = 1 and apply the induction hypothesis. 
Otherwise let C be a clopen set containing a,, , but none of ai, . . . . a,. By 
assumption supp (T e Cu aC so there is a non-empty clopen subset D of 
supp c - (C u aC). As a,, . . . . a, 4 supp G, ui , . . . . a, 4 C u OC v D. Now 
D u (aC- C) and D u (C - aC) are non-empty clopen sets so by 
Lemma 3.1 there is a homeomorphism z : D u (oC - C) + D u (C - oC). 
Define 6, + I by 
if xEC 
if XEDU(QC-CC) 
otherwise. 
Then (T,, i mapsC to aC and Du(oC-C) to Du(C-aC) so it is a 
bijection. Since it is clearly a homeomorphism, on + i E K(A) and c,, + i fixes 
pointwise a clopen set containing A - {a,, , >, viz. D - (Cu aC u D). Since 
UC - c c supp 0, supp u, + 1 E supp cr. 
Now ~Y,-:~~EK(A)GK({~,..., a,}), so by the induction hypothesis may 
be written as cngnP i . . . o1 where oi fixes pointwise a clopen set containing 
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A-{~,,a,+,} and s~pp~~csupp(o,y~~o) for each i, l<i<n. But 
supp(a;,! , cr) E supp e and 0;; I e fixes pointwise a clopen neighbourhood 
of a, + 1’, namely C, so the induction carries through. 
THEOREM 3.17. Let Sz be Q, Ir, or C and let G be the group of 
homeomorphisms of Q to itse& Then for A a finite subset of l.2 the non- 
identity normal subgroups of K(A) are precisely those subgroups of K(A) of 
the form K(A)n n {L(a): aE B} for subsets B of A. 
Proof It is clear that all the subgroups in the list are normal. Conver- 
sely suppose that N is a non-identity normal subgroup of K(A) and let 
B= {uEA: N&~(U)}. W e shall show that N= K(A)n (7 {L(a):a~ B} 
= M, say. That N < M is clear. Conversely suppose that cr E M. We have to 
show that CJ E N. 
If A = @ then K(A) = G and the result is immediate by the simplicity 
of Aut 52 [l]. Suppose therefore that A = {a,, . . . . a,} where n 3 1. By 
Lemma 3.16 we may write cr = rr,,b,,-, . . .e, where for each i 
supp oi s supp e and cri fixes pointwise a clopen set containing A - (q}. It 
suffices to show that each ei lies in N. 
First suppose ai E B. Then M < L(aJ and since cri fixes pointwise a clopen 
set containing A - {ui} it also fixes pointwise a clopen set containing A, T 
say. Let r EN- { 1 }. Let X be a non-empty clopen set such that 
Xn rX= @. Let 8 be a non-identity member of K(A) with support con- 
tained in X, and let 4 = rOz-‘P’. As N Q K(A), q5~ N. Also supp 8-l EX 
and supp(r& - ’ ) = t supp 8 s ZX Thus supp q5 c X u zX, = Y say, and if 
xEsuppt?CX, 4x=8-‘xfx showing 4#1. 
Since Xs supp T, Y is a clopen set disjoint from A. Let 2 be a clopen 
subset of T containing A and disjoint from Y. Then 4, ei E K(Z). As Q - Z 
is homeomorphic to Q by Lemma 3.1, and since $ # 1, if 52 = Q or Ir it 
follows from Theorem 2.1 that if ei # 1 there are conjugates di, &, & of 4 
in K(Z) (and hence in K(A)) such that ai=b;’ &&. Thus oic N. 
Similarly if 52 = C it follows from [I ] that cri E N. 
Next suppose ai# B. Thus N C L(a,). Let ZE N-L(a,) so that 
ai EX@~R. By Lemma 3.14 there is a clopen set X disjoint from A - {q} 
and 6 E K(A) such that aio supp(&-‘8-l) c X, and in view of the choice 
of ei, by increasing X if necessary, we may suppose that supp bit X. 
Thus oi,~fIt-18-1~K(S2-X)nK(A)=K(Q-X)nK(a,). Since X is 
homeomorphic to Sz we deduce from Theorem 3.12 and the fact that 
r6r-‘O-’ # L(a,) that ei lies in the normal subgroup of K(0 - X) n K(q) 
generated by rlk’t7 ~ ‘. Since N ~3 K(A) and r E N, bi E N as required. 
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SECTION 4 
In this section we look at the group A(Q) of order-preserving 
permutations of Q and find the least values of n such that z is a product of 
n conjugates of CT and C’ when r < 0 in this case. We recall that A(Q) has 
just three non-trivial proper normal subgroups, 
L(Q)=(oEA(Q):(3x)suppaS(-oo,x)) 
R(Q)= {aEA(Q): (3x)suppac(x, co)} 
B(Q)=L(Q)nR(Q)= {SEA: (3x,y)suppac_(x,y)}. 
See Higman [8] and Glass [6, Theorem 2.3.21. In fact this will follow in 
any case from the sequel where we answer “least number of conjugates” 
questions. For CJ EA(Q) and XE Q the orbital of Q containing x is 
{ y E Q : (3~ n) C”‘X < y < #x}. Then it is clear that each orbital is either 
an open interval on which 0 is either strictly increasing or strictly decreas- 
ing (in which case we say it has parity 1, - 1, respectively) or is the 
singleton {x} (when CJX = x, in which case we say that it has pariry 0). We 
require the following characterization of conjugacy. 
LEMMA 4.1. o and 5 are conjugate if and only if their families of orbitals, 
ordered in the natural way, are order-isomorphic by a parity-preserving 
isomorphism. 
This is [6, Theorem 2.2.51. 
Observe that in the case of A(Q), unlike Aut Q, any member induces a 
unique extension in A(R), so we naturally identify A(Q) with a subgroup 
of A(R). This enables us, for example, to talk about irrational fixed points 
of (TEA(Q). One must beware about conjugacy however; 6, r may very 
well be conjugate in A(R) but not in A(Q). (This shows that A(Q) is not 
an elementary substructure of A(R); later we shall see that these groups are 
not even elementarily equivalent.) 
THEOREM 4.2. Let SEA- {l}, z E B(Q). Then there are conjugates 
IS,, o2 of o such that z = o;‘a2. 
Proof. Suppose x is such that x < ax, and let y< z be such that 
supp r E (y, z). Then there is BE A(Q) (EB(CI) actually) such that 
0( [ y, z]) E (x, ax). Then afIr&’ has the same orbitals and parities as a 
since if a&e -‘a # aa, 8 - ‘a E supp r and x < a < ax. By Lemma 4.1 a&e - ’ 
and a are conjugate, so T is expressed in the desired form. 
A similar argument applies if there is x such that ax < x. Observe that it 
did not matter in the proof whether x, y, z were rational or irrational, 
though we would most naturally take them to be rational. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Zf SEA-L(Q) and TER(Q)-B(Q) then z is the 
product of three conjugates of CT or a-‘. However, there are a, t E R(Q) - 
B(Q) such that 7 is not the product of two conjugates of a or a-‘. 
Proof: By passing to inverses if necessary we may suppose that 
{x : x < ax> and {x : x < 7x} are both unbounded above. Let (a, b) be 
an orbital of a of parity + 1 (b may be co). Let (a,), (ah) be increasing 
sequences of rationals such that a,, a; + co as n + co and for all n, 
a,<aa,<a,+,, ai<zak<a:,+,, and a < a0 < b. Let 8, 4 E R(Q) be such 
that 4 (supp 7) E (a,, co), supp 8 E (a, co), a, < BaO, +a; c aao and for all n 
and 
a,+l<~(aa,)<ea,+l<aa,+, 
a n+l <d(74)<44+l <aan+l. 
Then a,, + 1 < &a, = 0atI -%a,, < 8aB -‘aa, and a, + , < q5zak = 4~4 -‘4a:, < 
47+-laa,, from which it follows that (a, co) is an orbital of parity + 1 for 
each of BatI-‘a and &#-‘a. Since their orbitals in (- co, a] are just as for 
a it follows by Lemma 4.1 that they are conjugate. Hence t is the product 
of three conjugates of a and a-l. 
NOW let a, 7 E R(Q) - B(Q) be such that an = n for all integers n, ax 2 x 
for all x > 1, ax < x for all x E (0, 1 ), ax = x for all x < 0, tx > x for all real 
x > 0, and rx = x for all x < 0. Suppose a,, a2 are conjugates of a. We show 
that r does not equal a,a2, a;‘a,, ala;‘, or a;‘a;‘. Let ai= eiae,:1 for 
i= 1, 2. 
Now if O<x<l, ax<x and if x<l, ax6x. Hence if ei(0)<x<ei(l), 
aixcx and if X-C 19,(l), aix<x. Let min(fI,(O), 8,(0))<x<min(8,(1), 
19,( 1)). Then six < x for each i and six <x for one or other i, so it follows 
that a, a2x < x. As rx 2 x for all x, t #a, a2. 
Similarly if x> max(8,(1), 0,(l)), six> x for each i so that 
-1 
61 02 -‘x<x. But 7x>x for all x>O and so 7Za;‘a;‘. 
Let n 20 be an integer such that t9,n > 0, e,(l). Then r(&n)> B,n but 
a,1a2(8,n)=a;182an=al-1(B2n)~B,n, so r#a;la,. 
A similar argument shows that t # a1 a; ‘. 
We remark that in this theorem, unlike in Theorem 2.1, we cannot 
specify which of the three conjugates will be a conjugate of a or a-’ until 
we know what a and r are. For example in the example just discussed we 
can write T in the form ala2a;’ but not a,a2a3 or a;‘aF1a3. 
THEOREM 4.4. Zf a, 7 EA(Q)- (L(Q) u R(Q)) then T is the product of 
four conjugates of a or a - ‘. However, there are a, 7 GA(Q)- (L(Q) u 
R(Q)) such that t is not the product of three conjugates of a or a-‘. 
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Proof: Let ,Y be the set of all members c( of A(Q) whose support is of 
the form Une+ (a*,,, a2,,+ I ) where a, are rationals such that a, < a, + I for 
all n, and a, -+ f cc as n + &-co, and such that each (Q,,, u4,,+ r) is an 
orbital of parity + 1 and each (qnf2, Q~+~) is an orbital of negative 
parity. 
We show that there are conjugates 0 I and c2 of (T such that err a, l E z 
and that r is the product of two members of 2. Since any two members of 
E are conjugate, this s&ices. 
Let x, for n E Z be rationals chosen so that x, < x, + I for all n, x, + ) 00 
as n-, +co, and for each n, ux,#x, and ~,~~<rrx,<x,+,. Let Z,,= 
(x,, (TX,) or (crx,, x,) according as x, < (TX, or CX, < x,. Let I,,, = 
E2j, 
u2,, + r) and let a be a member of ,E corresponding to this choice of 
n nE H. Then GIG has the same orbitals as cr with the same parities, so is 
conjugate to cr by Lemma 4.1. Thus c1= (rr (r- ’ for some conjugate rrl of C-J. 
To express r as the product of two members of C we consider three 
cases. 
Case 1. (x: x < rx} is unbounded above and below in Q. 
By passing to a conjugate of r we may suppose that the following hold: 
(i) zx=x+l for all xEIJ {[lOn, lOn+8]:nEZ}, 
(ii) zx<x+ 1 for all xE[W. 
We choose c(, , c(* E C as follows: ~1, having orbitals (10n + 2, 10n + 7) of 
parity + 1, and (10n + 8, 10n + 11) of parity - 1, and a2 having orbitals 
(10n + 6, 10n + 13) of parity + 1, and (10n + 4,lOn + 5) of parity - 1, for 
all n E i2 (see Fig. 2). 
Let s(x) be defined for 0 <x < 3 by 
s(x) = 1 $X if O<xd$ l--$x if $<x<3. 
(Any continuous function on [0,3] such that XH x + s(x) is an order- 
fl 5 10 15 T  
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automorphism of [0, 31 and s(x) > 0, all x E (0, 3) would do.) We require 
ai, az in addition to have the following properties: 
(i) a,(lOn+4)= lOn+5 
x+ 1 +s(x- lOn-7) 
(ii) a2b)={x+ 1 
for lOn+7<x<lOn+lO 
for 10n+10~x<10n+11 
(iii) al(x) = ra,‘(x) for lOn+8<x<lOn+ll. 
The first clause is possible since so far we have only said about the action 
of a, on (1On + 2, 10n -t- 7) that this should be an orbital of parity + 1. The 
second clause is possible since a2 thus defined is an order-isomorphism 
of [lOn + 7, 10n + 11) onto [lOn + 8,iOn + 121 compatible with the 
requirement that (10n + 6, 10n + 13) is an orbital of parity + 1. To see that 
the third clause is possible we just have to show that (10n + 8, 10n + 11) 
becomes an orbital of ai of parity - 1 under this definition. For this the 
following suffice: 
ra, l fixes 10n + 8 and 10n + 11, and 
ra;‘(x)<x for all real x~(lOn+8, lOn+ 11). 
Using requirement (i) on r and requirement (ii) on a2, 
ta~‘(lOn+8)=r(lOn+7)=10n+8,and 
za,‘(lOn+ ll)=r(lOn+ lo)= lOn+ 11. 
From requirements (ii) on r and a2 we find that if x E (10n + 8, 10n + 1 l), 
y=a;‘x~(10n+7,10n+10), so that ra~‘(x)<a;‘x+l=x-l- 
s(y- lOn-7)+ 1 <x, as required. 
The outcome is as follows. For each n since a,(lOn + 4) = 10n + 5 
and the orbital (10n + 2, 10n + 7) of a, overlaps with the orbitals 
(1On - 4,lOn + 3) (1On + 6, 10n + 13) of a2, these three all having parity 
+ 1, [ 10n + 1, 10n + 83 is contained in an orbital of ala2 of parity + 1 for 
each n. Moreover the equation aI(x)=za,‘(x) actually holds for all 
x E [ 10n + 8, 10n + 123. If x E [ 10n + 8, 1On + 1 l] this follows from 
stipulation (iii) on aI. If 1On + 11 <x < 1On + 12 then by stipulation (ii) on 
a,,a;‘x=x-1, so by property (i) of r, ta;‘x=x=alx. Thus if 
lOn+8<y< lOn+ 11, lOn+9<a,y< lOn+ 12, so a,a,y=ra;‘a,y=ry. 
Putting these observations together we see that T and a 1 a2 have the same 
orbitals with equal parities, so are conjugate. 
Case 2. {x: x -C rx} is unbounded above but not below. 
Since {x: x # ZX} is unbounded above and below, (x: tx -=c x} must be 
unbounded below. By passing to a conjugate of r we may suppose that the 
following hold: 
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(i) tx=x+l forallxeu {[lOn, lOn+8]:n~0), 
(ii) rx=x-1forallxEU {[-lOn-9, -lOn-l]:nE~}, 
(iii) Irx-xI<lforallxER. 
We choose ai, 01~ E C as follows: u1 having orbitals (1On + 2, 10n + 7), 
(- 10n - 6, - 1On - 5) of parity + 1, and (10n + 8,lOn + ll), (- 10n - 14, 
-lOn-7), (-4,l) of parity - 1, and a2 having orbitals (10n + 6, 
lOn+13), (-lOn-12, -lOn-9), (-2,3) of parity +l and (lOn+4, 
lOn+5), (-lOn--8, -lOn-3) of parity -1, for all now (see Fig. 3). 
Let s(x) for 0 < x < 3 be as in Case 1 and t(x) be given for 0 <x < 2 by 
i 
4X 
t(x)= l-ix 
if O<x<l 
2 if l<x<2. 
The properties required of a, and a2 on this occasion are the following: 
(i) a,(lOn+4)=10n+5, a,(-lOn-5)= -lOn-6, 
x+l+s(x-lOn-7) 
(ii) a20={x+ 1 
for lOn+7<x<lOn+lO 
for lOn+ lO<x< lOn+ 11 
or,(x)=x-1 -.s(x+ lOn+ 11) for -lOn-ll<x< -lOn-8, 
(iii) N,(X) = SE;‘(X) for lOn+8<x< lOn+ 11, 
a2(x)=a;‘7(x) for -lOn-ll<x< -lOn-8, 
(iv) al(x) = x - 1 - t(x) 
a2(x) = a;‘z(x) for -2<x<o. 
(This time n only ranges over 0.) The verifications of the following are then 
carried out in a similar way to Case 1. For each n E Z there is an orbital of 
c1i a2 containing [ lOn, 1On + 93 of parity + 1 for n > 0 and of parity - 1 for 
n<O,andforx~U ((10n+9,10n+10):n~Z},a~a~x=rx.Itfollowsthat 
ala2 and 7 have the same orbitals with equal parities, so they are 
conjugate. 
Case 3. {x: x < 7x} is bounded above. 
Then {x : 7x < x} = (x : x < 7 - ‘x} is unbounded above. Applying the 
-20 -10 0 10 20 
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previous cases to r-’ (which lies in A(Q) - (L(Q) u R(Q))) we may write 
7 -‘=ala2 where a,,a,EC. Hence ~=a,‘a;’ and since a;‘,a;l are 
clearly also in C this concludes the proof. 
To show the optimality of “four conjugates” let 0 have orbitals (n, n + 1) 
for n E o of parity + 1 and orbitals (-n - 1, -n) for n E o of parity - 1 
(and in= n for all n E Z). Let tx = x + 1. We show that for any conjugates 
(~i,cr*, c3 of c and any product r’=c~, *’ a$‘~$’ there is x such that 
Z’XGX. It will follow that r’ is not conjugate to z. 
Let a, b be such that if ~<a, r~ix, oZx, a,x<x and if x2 b, x<o,x, 
8*x, 03x. Then if ~<a, a,a,a,x<x so z#a,a,o, and if x26, 
x<~~cJ~c,x, so u;‘a;‘o,‘x<x and r#a;‘a;‘a,‘. 
Observe further that since there are arbitrarily large and small n such 
that in = n there are x, y, z < a such that u3x = x, rr2 y = y and o; 1 y < a, 
(T,Z=Z and a;‘o,‘z<u and u,qw>b such that gju=u, (T~u=v, and 
~~~=~.Thus~~(~~~;‘~=~,~~~~~,~,~;’~~(~~~y)=(r~~;~y=~~y= 
o,~,(~;‘y)<o;‘y, and a;‘a,o,(a;‘a;‘~)=a;~z=z=~,~~(~;~~;~z)~ 
-1 o3 5 -1z,soz#a~~Z~;1,~1u;1~~,~;1~~~3;ando;1a;1a,u=a~~1o;1u~ 
-1 -1 
01 gz (T~u’u=u, fJl-‘u*rJ;‘(~3u) = a;’ a,v=o’-‘v~0;‘(~‘63u)=63u, 
and ~1~;1a~1(a,o,w)=olw=w~a3a,w, so t#o;‘o;‘a3, o;1a20,1, 
CT, a; ’ a, ‘. 
The results in Section 4 so far have now fully determined (explicitly or 
implicitly) all the minimal numbers of conjugates for expressions of z in 
terms of 0 when t =$ cr. These are summarized in Table I. 
We now briefly consider the quotient groups A(Q)/B(Q), A(Q)/L(Q), 
and ,4(02)/R(Q) for which the results are very similar. In view of the 
obvious isomorphisms A(Q)/L(Q) E A(Q)/R(Q) z R(Q)/B(Q) we just 
consider A (Q)/B( CI ). 
THEOREM 4.5. If aB(Q) E A(Q)/B(Q) - L(Q)/B(Q) and 7B(Q) E 
R(Q)/B(Qe)- WW) th en 7B(Q) is the product of three conjugates of 
oB(Q) or its inverse. However there are 0,7 E R(Q) - B(Q) such that zB(Q) 
is not the product of two conjugutes of aB(Q) or its inverse. 
TABLE I 
5 
(11 B-(l) L-B R-B A-(LuR) 
c 
(11 1 x x x x 
B- (1) 2 2 x x x 
L-B 2 2 3 x x 
R-B 2 2 x 3 
A-(LuB) 2 2 3 3 f 
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Proof: The first part follows at once from Theorem 4.3. But for the 
counter-example to “two conjugates” we need something a little subtler. 
Let 0 and 7 satisfy x < crx, 7x for all x and let their orbitals of parity + 1 be 
{(2n,2n+l):n~~} for CJ and {(n+l/(m+2), n+l/(m+l)):n, mow} 
for 7. Let or, o2 be arbitrary conjugates of g. We show that each of 
T-~o~~~, 7~'a,a;', 7~'a;'a,, 7~‘~;‘a; has unbounded support. 
Since T-IX, c7;‘x, a;‘x<x it is clear that this is true for 7-'~;'a,'. 
Now r~, fixes arbitrarily large intervals of positive length and supp 7 is 
dense in (0, co). Hence there are arbitrarily large x such that x < 7x 
and 0,x=x. For such x, ~~~a,a~~(a,x)=~-~x<x~a,x so 
o*xEsupp(r-'o,a;' ). Similarly there are arbitrarily large y such that 
y-cry and o,y=y. In this case ~-~o;~o,y=7-'a~~y~7-~y<y so 
yEsupp(7d+J2). 
Finally if supp(7 - ‘a, (T*) is bounded, for some a, {x 2 a : TX = x} = 
{~>a: ~~rr~x=x}. But any fixed point of (~~0~ must be a fixed point of 
both or and 02. The fixed points of each of 0, and ~7~ above a lie in the 
union of an increasing w-sequence of closed intervals. Since {x 2 a : TX = x} 
contains no interval of positive length, {x > a: g1 c2x = x} must have 
order-type w. But {x 2 a: 7x = x} contains infinite descending sequences so 
this is impossible. 
We remark that a slightly easier example would have been to take 
instead 7 having orbitals of parity + 1 as {(n + ,/2, n + 1 + J2): now}, 
the point being that fixed points of c1g2 would then eventually have to be 
rationals since the conjugacies lie in A(Q). We preferred the above example 
since it also applies to the case of A(R) and shows that the calculations do 
not depend on rationals and irrationals. 
THEOREM 4.6. rf oB(Q), TB(Q)EA(Q)/B(~)-(L(~)/B(a)uR(Q;P)/ 
B(Q)) then zB(Q) is the product of four conjugates of aB(Q) or its inverse. 
There are 6, TEA(Q)-(L(Q)uR(Q)) such that 7B(Q) is not the product 
of three conjugates of oB(Q) or its inverse. 
Proof: This follows from Theorem 4.4. The counter-example to “three 
conjugates” carries over in this case since b may be taken arbitrarily large, 
and a arbitrarily small. 
SECTION 5 
We present here some results about “idempotent” conjugacy classes, i.e., 
conjugacy classes K such that K2 = K, and as a slight (and necessary) 
generalization, those such that K2 is the union of just two conjugacy 
classes. We remark that Lemma 4.1 holds for an arbitrary linearly ordered 
set Q, not just for Q, and that it shows at once that for any 0, rr and o2 are 
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conjugate, so that KG K2. Thus if K2 is the union of two conjugacy classes, 
one must be K and there is just one other. The main reason for studying 
such K is to distinguish certain ordered permutation groups up to elemen- 
tary equivalence. For those which we consider the above two cases suffice. 
Since our main concerns are A(Q) and A(R) together with some slight 
generalizations, and certain of their subgroups, we fix the following 
notation and assumptions. We let Q be a linearly ordered set, fi its order- 
completion, and + cc elements such that -co c x c cc for all XE 8. 
Whenever each x E II is the limit of a strictly increasing sequence (x,,),~ o in 
Sz and of a strictly decreasing sequence (y,),,, in IR we say that 52 fulfils 
the sequential assumption. We let A(0) be the group of order- 
automorphisms of 52 and L(Q), R(Q), B(Q) be subgroups defined as for 
the case of Q. We say that A(0) is doubly o-transitive on D if whenever 
x<yandz<tinBthenforsomeo~A(S2),c~x=zanday=t.Fromthisit 
easily follows that Q is densely ordered without endpoints and that A(Q) 
is n-tuply o-transitive on Q for each finite n. Moreover if IR fulfils the 
sequential assumption then A(Q) is also n-tuply o-transitive on 0-Q 
for each finite n (though this may be only vacuously true if 52 is already 
order-complete). 
The examples we have in mind of Q fulfilling these conditions are Q, 
Q x ol, Q x (CO: + w, ) and their order-completions. Here CO, is the first 
uncountable ordinal, w: is the order-type obtained by reversing that of w1 , 
w: + w1 is the order-type w: followed by that of w,, and Q x T is ordered 
asTcopiesofQforT=w,orw:+w,. There are four groups we consider 
corresponding to each of these, A, L, R, and B, making 24 in all. 
Throughout the following lemmas we shall assume that 0 fulfils the 
sequential assumption, and that A(Q) is doubly o-transitive on Q. 
LEMMA 5.1. For any ok A(0) there is t3~ A(Q) such that the non-trivial 
orbitals of 8- ‘a& are ordered in type 0, 1,2, wl, w: or w: + wl. Moreover 
if QE L(Q), R(O), B(Q) then 8 may be taken to lie in the same subgroup. 
ProoJ Assume (T # 1. Let 9Y be the set of non-trivial orbitals of o (i.e., 
those contained in supp a). We show that there is a family {ga : a E A} of 
pairwise disjoint non-empty subsets of B with union 33 such that 
(i) A is a set ordered in type 1, 2, w,, of or of + wl, 
(ii) ifxEU3JE,yEU93Dwherea</?inA,thenx<yin52, 
(iii) 5Va is of one of these two types: 
(a) orbitals of parity + 1 are cofinal and coinitial in aa, 
(b) orbitals of parity - 1 are cofinal and coinitial in $J. 
Such a family is constructed as follows. First we choose a cofinal well- 
ordered subset ( y,), < K of !Z of minimal length rc such that for limit 
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ordinals A< K, yr. = lims < 1 yP. By the sequential assumption any such limit 
ordinal A must have countable cofinality, so that K < oi . Since K is clearly a 
regular cardinal, K = o or 0,. For CL<K let G&= {B~93:Bc(y~, co) and 
~n(ya~y,+l)ZO>. Th en if BE%‘%, B’E%?~ for cc</?, Bn(y,,y,+,)#fa 
and B’c(~~+i,co) so B<B’. If suppon(-co,y,]#@ we similarly 
choose ~33~ forming a partition of 43 - u, i K qX, for /I < 1 (A = o or w  i ) such 
that if fi < y, QY < 5$. Note that each U qE and lJ gP is bounded in L?. In 
each case we discard any empty members of the partition. 
To find the L?J~ we modify the family {~p:~<~}u{%?a:a<~} as 
necessary in two further steps. For the first of these we consider the 
possible values of rc, A. If they are both uncountable we make no change. If 
they are both countable we take A = {O} and 93,-, = 69. If 1= o and K = o1 
we leave the ‘& unchanged and replace { gs: /I < A} by { lJ {gfl: /3 < A} }. 
Similarly if A = oi and K = o. The upshot of this is that a is now 
partitioned in type 1, o,, o:, or w: + o,, and for each member 59 of the 
partition, U $9 contains a countable colinal and coinitial subset (either 
explicitly from the construction, or because U % is bounded and using the 
sequential assumption). 
For the second step we split each member %? of the partition into one 
or two subsets fulfilling (iii)(a) or (b). The resulting order-type is 
therefore 1, 2, oi, w:, or w: + oi as desired. If (iii)(a) or (b) already holds 
we make no change. If the orbitals of parity + 1 are colinal but not 
coinitial in % we replace V by Vi = (BE %? : (3C E %)( C < B and C has 
parity + l)} and V - %‘i. Then (iii)(a) applies to %?i and (iii)(b) to % - %,. 
The same applies if the orbitals of parity + 1 are coinitial but not colinal. 
The result is that the elements 33% of the resulting partition of W each 
have a countable cofinal coinitial subset on which 0 has constant (non- 
zero) parity. The proof is concluded by showing how we can obtain an 
element having precisely the (u,, b,) for CI E A as its non-trivial orbitals, 
where a, = inf lJ L& and b, = sup U 9$, by multiplying o and a conjugate 
of 0. We refer to this procedure as amalgamating the orbitals. It is carried 
out using elements x; for n E i7, colinal and coinitial in u gU, which we 
now know to exist, such that for each IX either (Vn)(x;< ax; <xi+,) or 
(vn)(x;p 1-c ox; < x,“). 
By triple o-transitivity (which follows from double o-transitivity) there 
are 0; E A(Q) such that 
(n + 1 in the former case, n - 1 in the latter). Since 0; and e;, , have the 
same effect on x; k i, we may define 0 E A(B) by 
ifx”<x<x:+, (orxi-,<x<xi), 
0th”erwise. 
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Thus supp 0= UaoA (a,, b,). Moreover, for each a, n, in the former case 
e-‘oeox~ = e-lcTxa ?l+1= xa n+ 1 so that (urx, b,) is an orbital of parity + 1 for 
8-‘a&r, and in the latter case (ucr, b,) is similarly shown to be an orbital of 
parity - 1 for 8-‘a&. 
LEMMA 5.2. If o lies in a conjugacy class K of A(O) such that K2 is a 
finite union of conjugacy classes, then o cannot have orbitals of both parities 
+l and -1. 
Proof: Suppose that c has an orbital B of parity + 1 and an orbital B’ 
of parity - 1. Assume that B < B’ (if B’ <B consider c-l instead). Let 
a = inf B and b = sup B’. By the method of the previous lemma there is an 
order-automorphism 8, of (-co, a] such that B;‘oe,a has non-trivial 
orbitals on (-co, a] ordered in type 0, 1,2 or 0:. 
Let x E B and y E B’. As CJ has parity + 1 on B and parity - 1 on B’, 
c-lx < x and c’y < oy, so by the sequential assumption there are z,, t, for 
nEw such that 
u -‘x<z,<z,<z,<...<xandlimz,=x, 
and 
c*y < to < t, < t, < . . . < ay and lim t, = oy. 
Let r be an arbitrary order-automorphism of [x, ox]. Using double 
o-transitivity and piecing together the resulting maps we find order- 
isomorphisms 8,: (a, ox] + (a, cry] and 0,: [a’x, b) 4 [y, b) such that for 
each nEq t32(o-(n+1)x)=o -nX, e21z,+ ,) = dn, o,(~~,) = t,, e3(cy) = 
a-(“+ ‘)y, and B2(z0) = c3y, e,(x) = 02y, 8,(ax) = CJY, and t?,(a2x) =y (see 
Fig. 4). 
We now define 0 on 52 as follows: 
if z<a 
if a<z<ax 
if bx<z<~*x 
if a’x<z<b 
if b < z. 
02Y OY Y  
ato otl.. t, tl.. b 
FIGURE 4 
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Observe that 6’8,ra-‘(ox, a’x) = a-lf?zr(x, ax) = a-‘&(x, ex) = 
a-‘(dy, uy) = (cry, y) = (8,(ax), 8,(a’x)) so l9E A(Q). 
The main points about 0 we have to check are as follows: 
(i) (a, x) is an orbital of 8-‘&o of parity + 1, 
(ii) &‘oea agrees with z on [x, ox]. 
To check (i) observe that 
e-~oea(a-(~+3)x) = e-lae(a-(~+*)X) 
=~-lao-(~+l)x 
and 
= e-la-nx = a-(n+ IJx > 
e-bea(~-l~) = e-laex 
=e-b3y=zo, 
e-~ueuZ,=e-~atn=z,+,. 
Checking (ii) we find that for x<z< rrx, oxdaz 6 cr*x, so B(az)= 
Q - ‘Bra - l( UZ) and it follows that 8 ~ ‘&rz = TZ. 
Thus whatever the choice of r the order-type of the non-trivial orbitals of 
&‘a& on ( - co, x) is the same, and is 1, 2, 3 or w:. Since r is arbitrary 
we may use the double o-transitivity of A(B) to choose infinitely many 
values rn for r such that the order-types of the non-trivial orbitals of the 
resulting 8-‘&r must necessarily be distinct. For example, we may take T” 
having non-trivial orbitals ordered in type w(n + 1) + o*. 
Let us now write #Ja) for a first-order formula in the language of group 
theory expressing the following: if K is the conjugacy class containing e 
then K* is the union of exactly n conjugacy classes. 
Observe that since two elements of B(Q) are conjugate in 8(52) if and 
only if they are conjugate in A(Q), for GEE(Q), B(G?)+#,,(a)o 
A(Q)~#JG). Similar remarks apply to L(Q) and R(Q). By Lemma 5.2, if 
e # 1 and $,,(o) holds for some n, then all non-trivial orbitals of (T must 
have the same parity. We may refer to this as the parity of 0. 
LEMMA 5.3. Zf d,,(a) for some n and g has < N, non-trivial orbitals then 
it has at most n non-trivial orbitals. 
Proof By Lemma 5.2 all orbitals have equal parity. If (r has m 
non-trivial orbitals then for each non-zero k <m by amalgamating 
appropriately we can find an element of the form &‘&Io with exactly k 
orbitals. Since these elements are pairwise non-conjugate, m <n. 
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LEMMA 5.4. Zf o E B(Q) and o has > n non-trivial orbitals (1 <n -CO) 
then K2 contains at least 2n conjugacy classes where K is the conjugacy class 
containing o. Hence tf QE B(Q) satisfies qJ”(a) then a has <n/2 non-trivial 
orbitals. 
Proof By appropriately amalgamating we can find members of K2 
having 1, 2, 3, . . . . n non-trivial orbitals (where a has an). But we can 
arrange also for supp &‘a0 to have any desired degree of overlap with 
supp a, so there are also members of K2 having n, n + 1, . . . . 2n non-trivial 
orbitals. 
Let us say that a gap in supp a is an interval (a, b) disjoint from supp a 
such that a, b E supp a. 
THEOREM 5.5. Suppose that aE A(Q)- {l}, where s1 furfills the sequen- 
tial assumption, A(Q) is doubly o-transitive on IR, and d,(a) holds. Then one 
of the following is true. 
0) a has just one non-trivial orbital which is unbounded above or 
below (or both), 
(ii) a has non-trivial orbitals {(a,, b,): acoI} ordered in type w1, 
each of the same parity, where {a, : a -C CD, } is cofinal in ii, and one of the 
following holds: 
(a) for each a>O, a, = sup{bp: p<a}, and either (Va>O) a,EQ 
or (Va>O)a,ED-Q 
(b) (Va>O) (sup{bs:jI<a)ca,) and (Va>O) a,ESZ and 
(Va)b,ESZ-Q and (VA)(A a limit+sup{b,:a<A}Ea-Q), 
(c) (Va>O)(sup(bs:/?<a) <a,) and (Va>O) a,EQ--Q and (Va) 
b,~Qand(VA)(Aalimit+sup{b,:acI}~IR), 
(iii) a has non-trivial orbitals ordered in type of with conditions as 
in (ii), 
(iv) a has non-trivial orbitals ordered in type co: + wI with conditions 
as in (ii)(a). 
Proof By Lemma 5.2 all non-trivial orbitals of a have the same parity 
and by Lemma 5.1 there is an element of the form B-‘a8a having 
non-trivial orbitals ordered in type 1, w  1, w: , or w  T + w, (order-type 2 
was only required when a has orbitals of parity + 1 and - 1). Hence as 
&‘aOa and a are conjugate the same is true of a. 
(i) If a has just one non-trivial orbital then by Lemma 5.4, a# B(Q) 
so supp a is unbounded. 
(ii) Suppose the non-trivial orbitals are (aor, b,) for a -C w, under 
the natural ordering. It follows from the sequential assumption that 
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{a,: c( co,} is cofinal in a. Suppose first that there is no gap in supp (T. 
Thus a, = sup{bp: /I < a} for each CI > 0. Suppose that al( =b,) E a. Then 
for any CI with 0 < c( < oi, {(up, b8): /I < M} is a countable set of orbitals of 
equal parity, so by the method of Lemma 5.1 can be amalgamated into a 
single orbital (leaving the others alone). This new element is conjugate to 0 
by assumption. But a, is now the left-hand endpoint of the second non- 
trivial orbital, so a, E 52 as it is the image of a, under some member of 
A(Q). Similarly if a, E 0 -Q then a, E $7 - Sz. This covers (ii)(a). 
Next suppose there is a gap (a, b) in supp 0. Then for some c(, b = a, and 
a = sup ( bs: /I < a}. By amalgamating {(us, 6,) : /I < a} into a single orbital 
and noting that the resulting element is conjugate to cr, we see that b, < a,. 
Similarly sup (b,: y < /I) < ug for every /I with 0 </I < wi. The same 
argument shows that for every c1> 0, a, E 52 c-f a, E Q and for every a and 
limit ordinal ,l<w,, b,Eoob,ESZt*sup{bS:B<l}E~. Finally we have 
to show that b,, a, do not both lie in 52 (or both in a--Q). If so, there is 
BE A(B) taking bO to a, and &&‘a has first two non-trivial orbitals 
(a,, a,) and (a,, b,), so cannot be conjugate to IT. This covers (ii)(b) 
and (c). 
Case (iii) in which the non-trivial orbitals are ordered in type o: is 
similar. 
Now suppose the non-trivial orbitals of (r are ordered in type w: + wi. If 
there is any gap the same argument as before shows that the gaps are 
unbounded above and below. Let (a, b), (a’, b’) be gaps such that b <a-, 
(where a-, is the oth element in the decreasing enumeration of 0:) and 
a, < a’. By double o-transitivity there is 8 E A(G) such that 8[uP,, a,] E 
(a’, b’) and Wl[u-,, a,] E (a, b). Then &r&‘rr has two (at least) sets of 
non-trivial orbitals ordered in type o* + o, namely ((a,, b,): n E w* + w} 
and the image of these under 8. Hence Bo0-‘a cannot be conjugate to (r. 
Thus in this case, supp (T can have no gaps. The proof is completed as 
before, observing that although o: + o1 has non-trivial automorphisms, 
they only move +n for finite n, so we can allow a, to play the role 
previously played by a,. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let Q fulfill the sequential assumption and A(B) be 
doubly transitioe on a. If 8 E A(Q) and u fu1fU.s any of 5.5 (i), (ii), (iii), or 
(iv) then d,(a) holds in A(Q). 
Proof. It suffices to show in each case that for any 0~ A(O), Ba@‘a 
and a are conjugate. The way to look at this is that 8aV’ acts on 0x in the 
same way that a does on x, for each x. Since all non-trivial orbitals of a 
have the same parity, + 1 let us say, the same is true of tlaf9-‘. It follows 
that the set of fixed points of Ba&‘a is the intersection of the sets of fixed 
points of a and 8aB- ‘. 
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First look at (i). If, for example, 0 has (- co, a) as its only non-trivial 
orbital, Bo&‘o has (-co, max(a, da)) as its only non-trivial orbital, so by 
Lemma 4.1 is conjugate to (r. The same applies in the other cases. 
In case (ii)(a) the set of fixed points of e beyond a, is a closed unbounded 
set in type oi (namely {a, : 0 < c1< oi } ) so the same is true of the set of 
lixed points of 8a0- ’ beyond (?a,,. Hence the set of fixed points of Bat7 - ‘C 
beyond min(u,, Ou,) is also closed unbounded of type o1 and being 
a subset of { uor : 0 < u < o1 } is contained in $2 or a - Sz according as 
{a,: 0 < a c w, } is. It follows from Lemma 4.1 that Ba&‘a is conjugate 
to u. 
In case (ii)(b) one can characterize the set of fixed points beyond a, as 
being closed unbounded of the form u { [x,, y,] : U-Z q} where for each 
~1, x, ED-Q and y,~52. The intersection of two such sets is then seen to 
be of the same form, the essential point being that as y. E Q and x, 4 ~2 for 
each CC, 8x, # ys all CI, fi so that [xs, ys] n [ox,, ey,] cannot consist of a 
single point. 
The same sort of arguments apply in the other cases. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let D fulfill the sequential assumption and A(Q) be 
doubly o-transitive on A Then there are at most 63 elements u up to 
conjugucy satisfying dl(o). The numbers in the various groups A(Q), L(Q), 
R(Q), B(Q) for Q=Q, Qxw,, Q x (CO: + ol) or their order-completions 
are us follows. 
(a) B(Q) for each s2: 1; 
(b) L(O), R(Q) for Q order-complete: 3; 
(cl L(Q), R(Q), L(Q;p x 01): 5; 
(d) A(Q) for Q order-complete: 7; 
(e) A(Q): 11; 
(f) R(Q x w,), L(Q x (0: + WI)), R(Q x (Co: + 01)): 17; 
(g) A(Q’ x a,): 29; 
(h) A(Q x (OF + wl)): 37. 
Proof: We classify elements satisfying & up to conjugacy using 
Theorems 5.5 and 5.6. In each group 1 satisfies di. The other elements 
come in pairs C, d - ’ for r~ of parity + 1. Here is a complete list of the 
possible set of orbitals of 0, with the maximum number up to conjugacy of 
such 0 having parity + 1 shown. 
481/120/2-16 
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(i) (-ccha);(-oo,a);(a,a), 
(ii) (a) { (4, 6,): a < w >, 
a,= -co,aOEQorB-Q 
a,EG?orQ-Q 
: 6; 
(b)and(c) {(a,,b,):cr<w,}, ao=~~~~rE~~~‘-Q}:6; 
1 
(iii) similar; 
(iv) {(~,b,):o:E~i++~~}, a,EQor0-Q:2. 
This makes a total of 1 + 2(5 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 2) = 63, though this total 
can never be achieved since some of the possibilities are incompatible. For 
example, if some rr has a single orbital (-co, co), then 52 has coinitiality 
and colinality o, so (ii), (iii), (iv) cannot occur. 
The calculations are now straightforward. We just have to see which of 
the various cases apply in which of the groups. For instance, for R(Q x or) 
only (ii)(a) with ao, a, E Q can apply, giving us 1 + 2.1 = 3 in this case, but 
for R(Q x 0,) we have (ii)(a) with ao, a, E 0, d - 52: 4, and (ii)(b) and (c) 
with a,, a, E Q, 0 -Q: 4, making 1 + 2(4 + 4) = 17 in all. 
COROLLARY 5.8. No two groups in dij$erent clauses of (57)(a)-(h) are 
elementarily equivalent (and hence they are not isomorphic). 
Proof. For each positive integer n, and k~o there is a first-order 
sentence expressing “the elements IJ for which d”(o) holds fall into exactly k 
conjugacy classes.” 
It is natural to ask whether similar methods are capable of distinguishing 
further between the groups. In fact the methods of [7] can be used to do 
this, but since we are studying products of conjugacy classes, we shall stick 
to this idea to differentiate between those groups in the list which are 
elementarily inequivalent. It suffices to count those elements Q up to 
conjugacy satisfying &(cr). While we could count them in all cases (and the 
results are all finite numbers) the arguments get rather repetitive, and we 
do the minimum necessary to achieve the desired distinctions. We make the 
usual assumptions on Sz and A(0). 
LEMMA 5.9. Zf &(a) holds then the non-trivial orbitals of u are ordered in 
type LZ ml, UT, o?+w,, o:+w, 0:+0+1, o*+o,, l+o*+w,, 
o:+o+o*+o,, o~+o+l+o*+w,, o:+w*xo+w, or 0:+0x 
w* + wl, on all of which it has the same parity. Zf it has just one non-trivial 
orbital (a, b) then one of a and b is in 51 and the other is in 0 - ~2. If it has 
two non-trivial orbitals, at least one of them is unbounded. 
Proof: By Lemma 5.1 there is an element of the form &‘a&~ whose 
non-trivial orbitals are ordered in type 1, o,, w: or o: + oi (0 and 2 are 
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not now needed). More generally the argument there showed that if A is 
the order-type of the non-trivial orbitals of (T and if 9J is a partition of A 
into adjacent subsets of size <NO then there is an element of the form 
B-‘&J having non-trivial orbitals ordered in type of a. This means for 
example that A cannot have been 2 + w* + o, since this gives rise to at least 
three different order-types for 99, namely oi, 1 + o* + o,, and 2 + o* + o1 . 
If c has <K, non-trivial orbitals then by Lemma 5.3 it has at most 2. By 
Lemma 5.4, if supp o is bounded it has just one, (a, b) say. If a, b are both 
in 0 (or both in Q--Q) then there are at least three non-conjugate 
elements of the form 19a&‘o having sets of non-trivial orbitals {(a, b)), 
{(a, b), (6, c)}, and ((a, b), (c, d)}, respectively for some c, d with b < c < d. 
If supp G is unbounded then it cannot have just one non-trivial orbital 
since then b,(c) would hold. 
Next suppose that A, the set of non-trivial orbitals of B, is uncountable. 
Then there is 8 such that the non-trivial orbitals of 8-‘a00 are ordered in 
type wr, o:, or of + wi. Taking the first possibility, A = U,,,, A, where 
the A, are non-empty countable adjacent subsets of A. By amalgamation 
any non-well-ordered A, can be contracted to o* or 1 + o* (depending on 
whether it has a first element). Thus if A, and A, are both non-well- 
ordered with a</? we can form order-types o,,y+o*+w,,y+o*+ 
6 + o* + oi by amalgamation, which are distinct. Thus at most one A, is 
non-well-ordered. The argument used to show that A # 2 + w* + w1 now 
shows that A = oi, o* + oi, or 1 + o* + wi. Similarly if we look at the or 
case, A=wT, wf+w, or o:+o+l. 
Finally consider w: + w  I . The previous techniques show that 
A = w: + B + wi where B is countable. The ordering w  + w* + w. + w* can- 
not be order-embedded in B because then at least three distinct order-types 
could be obtained from A by amalgamation. Let B, be the maximal well- 
ordered initial segment of B and B, the maximal conversely well-ordered 
final segment of B - B1. If B- (B, u B,) # 0 then B- (B, u B2) has no 
greatest or least member so we may choose (bn)nez with b, x b,, , all n, 
cofinal and coinitial in it. If B, is infinite then by amalgamating we 
may form the order types of +w, and either w: + w  +w* +w, or 
0:+0+1+0*+0,, so A must have one of these latter order-types. 
Similarly if B, is infinite. Suppose therefore that B,, B, are finite. Thus if 
C=B-(B,uBJ,Ahasorder-typew~+B,+C+B,+w,=w~+C+w,. 
As C is countable with no greatest or least member we may write 
C=U {Cn:n~Z} where C, are pairwise disjoint non-empty adjacent 
subsets of C. We distinguish various possibilities: 
(i) For some m c n, w  is embeddable in C, and w* in C,. Then by 
amalgamating we form the order-types OF + wi and wi+ + w  + w* + w, or 
OF + w  + 1 + w* + w1 so this must be the order-type of A. 
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(ii) For arbitrarily large n, o* is embeddable in C,. Then we can 
amalgamate to form order-types w: + oi and o: + w* x o + oi , so 
A=w:+o*xo+w,. 
(iii) For arbitrarily large negative n, w  is embeddable in C,. 
Similarly A=o:+oxo*+o,. 
(iv) If (i)-(iii) are false then for some N, U,,>,,, C, is well-ordered 
and UncN C, is conversely well-ordered, so A = w: + 0,. 
Finally suppose B-(B,uB,)=fa. Then A=w:+a+fl*+w, for 
ordinals a,/? and as before A=o:+w~, o:+w+o*+o,, or 
w:+w+1+o*+w,. 
THEOREM 5.10. The numbers of elements cr up to conjugacy satisfying 
(b,(o) in B(Q), B(R), R(R), R(Q x ol), and in A(Q) for 52 order-complete 
are as follows. 
0) B(Q); 4, (ii) B(R); 0, (iii) R(R); 2, 
(iv) R(Q x 0,); 4, (v) A(R); 6, (vi) A(Q xo,); 12, 
(vii) A(Q x (co: + ml)); 18. 
Proof: Let A be the family of non-trivial orbitals of tr. In (i), (ii), (iii), 
and (v) A must have order-type 1 or 2. If 1 then by Lemma 5.9, a cannot 
be order-complete. Appealing to the last sentence of Lemma 5.9, there is no 
PJ satisfying &(o) in B(R). Moreover if 51 = [w and A = ((a, b), (c, co)} with 
-cc <a< b<c< co then supp Q can have no gap, so that b= c. Clearly 
any cr having orbitals ((a, b), (b, co)} of equal parity + 1 or - 1 does 
satisfy &(cr), so this gives two such elements up to conjugacy in R(R). In 
A(R) we obtain six, representatives of three conjugacy classes of parity + 1 
having sets of non-trivial orbitals {(-co, 0), (0, l)}, {(-co, 0), (0, co)}, 
and { ( - LO), (0, co)>. For B(Q) by Lemma 5.4 u has just one non-trivial 
orbital (a, b) with a or b in Q but not both. This provides four elements up 
to conjugacy satisfying &(a), those of parity + 1 being represented by 
elements with (1, fi), (fi, 2) as their only non-trivial orbital. 
We now look at the remaining cases (iv), (vi), and (vii). There are just 
two elements up to conjugacy having two non-trivial orbitals in A(m), 
none in the other cases. If A has type o1 then as SJ is order-complete 
supp 0 cannot have more than one gap. Moreover if it has a gap then A 
must be of the form {(a,, b,): a < mi} where a, = -co and bO < a,. Again 
there are two elements of this form in A(Q x oi), none in the other cases. If 
there is no gap then 4,(a) holds. Similarly there are no elements at all 
having A in type 0:. 
In cases (iv) and (vi) there is no descending o,-sequence so we only have 
types o* + o1 and 1 + o* + o, to consider. There can be no gaps so we 
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obtain four elements of this sort in R(E) but eight in A(Q x ol) since 
inf supp c may also be - cc in this case. 
Since the principles involved should be fairly clear by now we omit full 
details in the final case (vii), but list the various possibilities with the 
number of elements up to conjugacy occurring in each: w* + or: 2; 
l+w*+o,:2; w:+o:2; 0:+0+1:2; w:+o, (with one gap):2; 
o:+w+w*+o,:2; w:+o+1+0*+0,:2; o:+o*xw+w,:2; 
OF + o x o* + wl: 2. This makes up the tally of 18. 
We can now complete the picture concerning the existence of elementary 
equivalences and isomorphisms between our 24 groups. As usual z is used 
for isomorphism and < for elementary embeddability. 
THEOREM 5.11. (i) B(Iw)<B(a;Pxo,)<B(Qsx(w:+~,)). 
(ii) B(a)~B(Qxo,)<B(69x(o:+o,)). 
(iii) R(R)rL(R)<L(Qxo,). 
(iv) R(Q)~UQ)<L(Qxo,). 
(v) R(Qxw,)~R(Qx(w:+o,))~~(&Px(w:+o,)). 
(vi) R(axO,)lR(Qx(o:+wl))~‘(QSx(w:+ol)). 
There are no elementary equivalences or isomorphisms between these 18 
groups or the A(Q) for 52 = Cl, Q x ol, Q x (0: +ol), or their order- 
completions apart from those explicitly following from (i)-(vi), 
Prooj: The existence of an isomorphism between R(IW) and L(R) is 
immediate and the same applies for the other isomorphisms given. (This is 
also the obvious reason why we did not consider 0 = Q x OF, etc.) Once 
we have demonstrated the elementary embeddabilities the result for 
elementary equivalences is complete. For by Theorem 5.7 we just have to 
distinguish B(Q) and B(!R), R(IW) and R(Q x wl), and the three A(Q) with 
G? order-complete. But this is precisely what was achieved in Theorem 5.10. 
Let us show that B(R) < B(G), the other cases being similar. We 
identify R with em and B(R) then is regarded as a subgroup of 
B( Q x o1). We appeal to Exercise 3.1.1 on page 119 of Chang and Keisler 
[4 J. According to that it suffices to show that if cl, ts2, . . . . 6, E B(R) and 
TEB(Q x 0,) there is an automorphism 4 of B(Q x ol) leaving each bi 
fixed but mapping t onto an element of B(R). Since rri all have bounded 
support there is a real number a such that UT=, supp ci E ( - co, a). Since r 
has support bounded in Q x o, there is b> a in Q x o1 such that 
supp z E (- co, b). There is 8 E B(Q x w,) fixing all points of ( - co, a) and 
taking b to a+ 1. Let 4: B(Q xo,)+B(Q x wl) be given by +(a)=&&‘. 
Then 4 is an automorphism of B(Q x w1 ). As 8 fixes all points of ( - KI, a), 
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fj(ai) = oi all i. Since supp 5 G (-co, b), supp &0-’ C (-co, 8b) = 
(-co, a+ l), and so ME B(R) as required. 
It remains to show that there are no isomorphisms other than those 
indicated. We look first at T = { gy: q E Q} where erg E A(Q) is translation 
by q, a,(x) =x + q all x. Then T is a maximal Abelian subgroup of A(Q). 
For if (T commutes with every cy then a(q)= a(O+ q) = m,(O)= 
a,o(O) = q + a(O) for every q so that 0 = aCCO). Let 8,: Q -+ Q n (n, n + 1) be 
an order-isomorphism for each n E Z and let A be the subgroup of B(Q) 
generated by {8,a,8;1:nEZ, qeQ} where 8,a,8;‘:Qn(n,n+l)+ 
Q n (n, n + 1) is extended by the identity on the rest of Q. Then A is a 
countable maximal Abelian subgroup of B(Q). For suppose that r E B(Q) 
commutes with every member of A. Let supp r c (-N, N). Then r maps 
each Qn(n,n+l) to itself since if n<x<n+l, rx#re,a,8;‘x= 
e,,or 8; l TX SO that II -C zx < n + 1. Thus r, = 8; ‘20, E A(Q) is well-defined. 
Moreover r, commutes with each crQ, since t,gq(x) = B;‘re,a,(x) = 
e~~[~ena,e~q eax = e~~[e,0,8;1~] enX= u~z,(x). By the above 
calculation r,,~Tso zr(n,n+l)~A. Thus r=J-_,G.,,,,rr(n,n+l)~A 
also. A similar proof shows that L(Q) has a countable maximal Abelian 
subgroup. However, it is clear that B(Q xw,), B(Q x (w: + or)) and 
L(Q x CD,) do not have countable maximal Abelian subgroups so they 
cannot be isomorphic to B(Q) or L(Q). 
For B( OB) and L( [w) we show instead that they have countable subgroups 
whose centralizers are Abelian. Regarding B(Q) as a subgroup of B(R) in 
the natural way, the same A will do. The previous argument shows in this 
case that if r is in the centralizer of A, each T,, is a translation, which may 
now be a translation through an irrational. Thus if T’ is the translation 
subgroup of A( [w), and A’ is the subgroup of B(IW) generated by 
{ 0,o0;’ : n E Z, CJ E T’}, then A’ is the centralizer of A, and is clearly 
Abelian. Similar remarks apply to L(R). But any countable subgroup of - - 
B(Q x or), L(Q x o,), etc., has non-Abelian centralizer since the union of 
the supports of all members of the subgroup is bounded. 
To establish a similar point for R(CI! x wr ) and R(Q x or) it is easier to 
work with Q x (o* + or) and Cl! x (w* +o,) which are isomorphic to 
Qxo, and Qxo,, respectively. Regarding R(Q x (o* + wr)) as a sub- 
group of R(Q x (o* +wr)) in the natural way we show that 
R(Q! x (o* + or)) has a countable subgroup A whose centralizer in 
R(Q x (w* + or)) is Abelian. This will of course show as before that 
R(Qxo,) G& R(Qx(o:+o,)) and R(Qxw,) 2 R(Qx(w:+w,)). For 
each n E o and q E Q let bnq be given by 
{ 
(x, a) if a-c-n 
~Y(X, a) = (x + 4, a) if a2n 
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and let A be the subgroup of R(Q x (o* + oi)) generated by the cnq. Then 
A is certainlv countable. 
Suppose (hat r E R(Q x (o* + CD,)) commutes with each CJ,,,. Let NE o 
be such that supp t E Q x [ -N, co). Then cN1 has as fixed points 
>(-co, -N) precisely {(cqa): -N<a). Thus eN1=rgN1r-i has as 
fixed points > ( - co, -N) precisely (r( co, CI): -N < CX}. As this set is well- 
ordered, r fixes each (co, a) and so maps each ox(or) to itself. Thus 
t r Q x {u} commutes with each rational translation so is itself a translation 
(though possibly by an irrational). Thus the centralizer of A in 
R(Q x (o* + 0,)) is the subgroup acting on each Q x {a} as a translation, 
which is Abelian. This completes the proof for (iii), (iv), (v), and (vi). 
Finally we have to show that B(Q x or) & B(Q x (0: +o,)) and 
B(Q x wi) & B(Q x (w: + oi)). Suppose that 0: Z?(Q x wl) + B(Q x 
(w: + q)) is an isomorphism. Then 0 must carry any element satisfying & 
to an element satisfying q&. Let Z,, = (--n, -n + 3) x (0) and let cm be an 
element of B(Q x wI) with support Z, satisfying &. Thus (~)(a,) must satisfy 
& in B(Q x (of + wl)) for each n, so has just one non-trivial orbital. In 
Q x (0: + wl) any countable union of (bounded) intervals is bounded, so 
there is r E B(Q x (0: + wl)) which does not commute with any e(o,). 
Hence e-‘(z) does not commute with any on so its support intersects every 
Z,, and is not bounded below, a contradiction. 
This argument has to be modified for Q x o1 and Q x (0: + 0,) since 
here there are no elements satisfying q$. Instead we readily observe that 
the elements satisfying q& are precisely those having a single non-trivial 
(bounded) orbital and then the argument goes through. 
We conclude by looking at the simple groups arising. Perhaps sur- 
prisingly there are only eight, all the B(O) together with L(Q)/B(Q) and 
L(R)/B(R). (As in [6, Theorem 2.3.71 A(Q x CD,) contains normal sub- 
groups other than those we have been examining, so that for example 
A(Q x ol)/L(Q x wi) is not simple. See [2] for precise information on 
what the normal subgroups are.) The only cases we need to look at are 
A(Q x o,)/R(Q x oi) and L(Q x wi)/B(Q x wi) (and similarly for Q x w,). 
But A(Qxo,)=L(Qxo,)R(Qxo,) and L(CPxo,)=L(Q)B(Qxw,) 
(where L(Q) is regarded as a subgroup of L(Q x ol) by identifying Q with 
Cl x (0)) and so 
A(Qxo,)/R(~xxw,)~~(Qxw,)/B(&Pxo,) 
rL(Q)/L(Q)nB(Qxxo,) 
= L(Q)/B(Q). 
THEOREM 5.12. There are precisely eight simple groups up to 
isomorphism arising as members of the list of 24 or their quotients, namely 
B(Q)for Q=Q, Qxxo,, Qx(o:+o,) or their order-completions and 
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A(R)/L(R), A(Q)/L(Q). These last two are not elementarily equivalent to 
any of the others. 
Proof. This is proved by showing that up to conjugacy the numbers of 
members of A(R)/L(R) satisfying ii, &, & are 3, 2, and 0, respectively, 
and the numbers of members of A(Q)/L(Q) satisfying 4,) & are 3 and 8, 
respectively. This suffices to distinguish them from all 24 other groups up 
to elementary equivalence since R(R) has at least the elements having just 
one non-trivial bounded orbital satisfying & (and actually four in all up to 
conjugacy ). 
We just give a sketch since all the ideas have appeared previously. As in 
Lemma 5.2, if oL( W) or aL(Q) satisfies #i, &, or 43, (r may be chosen hav- 
ing all orbitals of the same parity. It is the eventual behavior which counts, 
and one can verify that in each case for (T with supp r~ unbounded above, 
aL(R) or oL(Q) satisfies 4, if and only if cr has (a, 00) as an orbital for 
some a. In A(R)/L(R), aL(R) satisfies & if and only if there are 
a, < a, < a2 < . . . with a, + cc such that cr has among its orbitals 
(a,, a,,+ i) for each n. Otherwise supp cr has arbitrarily large gaps and by 
amalgamation we can form infinitely many eventually different patterns for 
elements of the form C1&r, so dk(b) is false for finite k 2 3. 
In the case of Q in view of the presence of rationals and irrationals we 
can have arbitrarily large gaps, and the elements satisfying & have 
eventual orbital patterns as follows: 
(a,,a,+,) for nEc0, all a,EQ or all a,ElR-Q parity + 1 
a,<a,<a,< ... and a,+oO, 
(a,,b,) for new, all a,EQ and ~,E[W-Q or all a,cR-Q and b,~Cl 
parity f 1 
a,<b,<a,<b,< ... and a,+co. 
This makes eight such elements up to conjugacy as claimed. 
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